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Recently, I was able to attend the Glen Eira City Council’s ‘Working Together 
Forum’ for 2018 titled ‘Embracing Change.’ This is a third of a motto I have 
used to summarise my ministry here, and the title I used on an article in the 
December-January ‘LINK.’ It seemed appropriate to revisit this in an edition 
that includes a report on the ‘Asset Strategy Program’ that St. John’s is 
currently undertaking. 

In that previous ‘LINK’, I shared some thoughts from a training course I 
attended in 2017, which spoke of a three-phase process of ‘transition’.         
The facilitator of the Glen Eira event, Caroline Cameron, an experienced 
career and leadership coach, also shared this three-phase process in a chart 
that is reproduced here. It comes from “Managing Transitions – Making the 
Most of Change” by William Bridges. It recognises that everyone is different 
and will handle change differently.  You only have to look around a 
community group like a church, to know this. 

As a Church (St. John’s), we have experienced many examples of change 
throughout out our history. As a denomination (The Uniting Church in 
Australia) our very founding was built on a major change when three 
denominations decided to amalgamate into something quite different to 
what they had been. We have continued to make decisions that have 
changed the way we see things and do things, for example the Assembly’s 
recent decision to allow Same Gender marriages for congregations and 
ministers who are comfortable with this. And as a faith (the Christian faith) 
we have evolved over two thousand years, from a beginning when believing 
Jews turned their backs on Judaism and embraced a faith around Jesus Christ 
as a Messiah who died for his people and rose again to life. 
 

Embracing  

CHANGE 2 

 

Community 
Harnessing Opportunity 
Adapting to the 
New and 
Growing with 
Energy 

The three stages of change are ‘the 
ending of the old’; a neutral period of 
transition; and finally the embracing of 
new beginnings. As I said before, everyone 
is different, so different people will react 
differently to the endings that must take 
place. Some will do so with denial; others 
loss and grief or anger, relief, optimism or 
hope. It will not be unusual for people to 
have a mixture of these feelings, or lurch 
from one to another as these endings hit 
them or become real. The three phases 
won’t be clearly delineated over the 
journey, and in keeping with my earlier 
observation, different people will move 
through them at a different pace. 

Somewhere between the ending of 
the old and establishment in new 
beginnings, people may feel confused, 
frustrated, overwhelmed, bored, excited 
or filled with anticipation and positivity. It 
is important that leaders, who are helping 
people through major changes, are aware 
that people are responding this way and 
could need help to process what is going 
on for them. 
Then as new beginnings take effect, 
people will settle into these with 
resignation, acceptance, adaptation, 
reframing or adjusting. As we have seen 
with some of the change decisions that 
the UCA have made over the journey, 
some will not cope, for a range of reasons, 
and walk away from being part of the new 
beginnings. 

One of the speakers at the Glen Eira 
Council forum was Tracey Burt, Manager 
of the Caulfield South Community House. 
When she arrived three years ago, the 
House had had three directors in eighteen 
months, and programs were so rundown 
the very future of the House was in doubt. 
Today, there are waiting lists for the 
children’s programmes and some 350 
people go through its doors each week.  
One of the secrets of its success has been 
the creation of community which in turn 
enabled growth. 

(continued) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Editorial 
Welcome to the October–November LINK. 
This issue continues the tradition of covering a range 
of people, organizations and events both locally and 
in the wider church. Our interview with Allan Casey 
records his interesting, varied and wide-ranging life.  
St John’s is a very active church and we provide 
reports on FRESH, the Asset Strategy Program, the 
Opportunity Shop, the latest play we attended at the 
Brighton Theatre, and a report on the latest Side 
Door event, this time on homelessness. 
Check out this LINK for forthcoming events on the 
back page and add these dates to your diary.       
Finally, we welcome contributions for the December -
January LINK. Why not start writing now? 

‘Link’ Production Team 
 

3                                        OP SHOP UPDATE 
4                     ASSET STRATEGY PROGRAM 
5                              PROFILE: ALLAN CASEY 
6                             FRESH YOUTH THEATRE 
7                               KIMBERLEYS VENTURE 
8                                 SOCIAL JUSTICE AND  
                                     THE WIDER CHURCH                                
10             OCTOBER/NOVEMBER ROSTER 
 
 

 

 
 

(continued) 
The forum’s facilitator left us with six key takeaways – 
“the Secret to Embracing Change”. 
1. Meet people where they are at, not where you think 

they should be. Remember everyone is different. 
2. We are all way better at change than we give 

ourselves credit. After all, we have been changing 
since the day we were conceived. 

3. Every problem has a solution. Persistence will find it. 
4. Done is better than perfect. Completing something is 

more important than starting it. 
5. The presenting issue is rarely the REAL issue.   

Seek first to understand. 
6. When you intentionally choose how you will BE, what 

to DO becomes obvious. 
Let’s all engage openly and honestly with each other as we 
approach the changes that we as a congregation are facing. 
What St. John’s will look like, even after some of us are no 
longer here, depends on how we embrace this process. 

Blessings, Philip 
*Inspiring Hope * Embracing Change * Releasing Creativity 

 

 

Caulfield Primary School Choir at Cuppa and Chat 

Our latest Social Justice 
installation highlights the 
rejection of the Uluru 
Statement of the Heart, 
which our Indigenous 
brothers and sisters drew up 
last year. This follows our 12 
shoes protest that drew 
widespread interest and 
was featured in the 
Presbytery’s ‘Newsbeat’ and 
Synod’s ‘Crosslight’. 
 

   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



A new round of donations includes  

Uniting – Homeless Services 
Cerebral Palsy Ed Centre 

First Step/Windana 

Frontier Services – Drought 
Diabetes Australia 

Cancer Council 

Uniting World – Kerala Floods 
Melbourne Fijian UC – Cyclone Recovery 

Fred Hollows 
Act For Peace - Manus Island 

 

Cathy Hill, Kristi, Alex and Cathy McNicol 
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Our Op Shop continues to engage the community on many levels – from the 
caring of our volunteers and customers, the outreach with material 
donations and the promotion of recycling to the causes we support.  We also 
experience the fun of crazy conversations, guessing the mystery item or 
Facebook posts. There is always something happening at St John’s Op Shop.  

If you walk into the shop there is always something different to see.    
The window and shop displays change frequently and we receive many 
positive comments including the window installation highlighting the 12 
deaths of those seeking asylum in detention on Manus and Nauru during the 
last five years.  

The bookstall at St John’s has had a makeover. It is stacked with books 
from the Op Shop and there is signage letting people at St John’s know 
about the shop and its outreach. Books from the Op Shop also go to 
Community Information Glen Eira for clients and visitors, and art groups, 
while children’s books go to Fiji to provide classroom reading materials.      
We hope that people at St John’s continue to support this ‘mini-op shop’. 
 

 
 

Jane participates in 
the latest mystery 

item guessing 
competition 

Our furry volunteer 
Roxie checks out 
the other animals 
in the store 

Sneha & Bec take a 

well-earned break 

Kristi, Colin & Alex model 

some of the latest headwear 

Singer/songwriter Raija Reissenberger (left) and 
Cellist/vocalist Adi Sappir (right) performed at 
the church in August as part of our regular 
‘Sunday Afternoon’ events. 

Yvonne Fein (left), local Jewish author and 
playwright, and Yousef Alreemawi (right), 
Palestinian Muslim refugee, translator and radio 
broadcaster participated with Philip in an 
Interfaith storytelling event “Keeping Faith”, at 
the church, as an official part of the Glen Eira  
Storytelling Festival. 
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Op Shop 
Update 
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Asset Strategy Program 
At a recent Congregation information session after Church and at recent 
Church Council meetings,  reports have been given on the Asset 
Strategy Program (ASP) which a Task Group  made up of St. John’s 
people,  Synod Property and Finance people, and various Presbytery 
reps have been involved with for almost two years. 
 This is a program to help us discern what property we need for our 
Mission.  Our Mission has been discussed in various forums for ten 
years. The ASP is designed to help congregations that are more complex 
than normal.  In our case, it is because of the amount of property we 
own.  In other places it has helped with the rationalisation of properties 
in a multi-congregation parish. 
 The need for rationalisation is exacerbated by the rate we are 
currently drawing down on our financial reserve, which would see us 
run out of money in about four years if our current pattern continues. 
 Before we were accepted into this program, our representatives, 
Michael, Cathy, Colin and Philip completed a workbook which tried to 
encapsulate some of St. John’s missional aspirations, together with 
financial projections for the next five years on current figures. 
 We visited other congregations doing similar things to us, and 
talked to neighbouring UCAs. Our mission eventually was distilled into 
16  statements. 
 In June Synod, representatives presented us with very detailed 
financial modelling on a number of options to help us understand the 
financial drivers and how these impact on our long-term sustainability. 
At further meetings, we have sought clarification of the complex 
material and suggested other options for financial modelling. 
 Options range from doing nothing to selling everything except Glen 
Huntly Road; but these are at the extremes and neither is favoured. 
 One of the challenges has  been that  we have seen as part of our 
Mission the provision of property for community groups (e.g. Caulfield 
South Community House and Elsternwick Toddlers Play Group)  offering 
them  below commercial rental levels on our properties.  Any decisions 
to sell or convert existing properties to other purposes will potentially 
impact on these groups. 
 The Synod financial modelling has included scenarios where some 
properties could be sold, and others where one or more could be leased 
to a Child Care operator who would build a centre and operate it for 40 
years This would  provide a significant, annual income stream for us 
over that period. Property Services will test childcare market interest in 
two of our properties later this year so as to provide further clarification 
for us on whether such a leasing arrangement is a real option.  

It is intended that any final decision will give us an income injection 
that would enable us to do some maintenance work on the Glen Huntly 
Road site and improve its use as a community centre.  Whilst, the list of 
possibilities is still being discussed, one improvement would likely be a 
kitchen upgrade. 
 We are still investigating the advantages and disadvantages 
associated with the different scenarios. No decisions have been made.  
Clearly Church Council and the congregation will be involved when we 
are ready to make a decision. The material we have been working with 
has at times been quite complex, and something we felt people not 
involved with the process would easily get their heads around. 

We hope this clarifies the current status of the ASP.  We urge 
people to hold the process and people involved in prayer, discussing 
ideas with us rather than making assumptions and to consider what 
they are prepared to do to assist in moving forward.  It is difficult to be 
specific about when a final recommendation will be ready, but we are 
hopeful that this could occur in the first quarter of 2019. 

 

                        Cathy, Colin, Michael and Philip 
 
 

Jack Campbell Peace Garden 
By the time this is printed people will have 
voted for a State Government ‘Pick my Project’ 
grant to fund THE JACK CAMPBELL PEACE 
GARDEN. 

In the South-East front corner of St John’s 
church property, there are two scrappy 
gardens: a semi-circular one next to the road 
and one next to it further along the driveway. 

A small sub-committee of Andrea, Colin 
and Philip has been investigating how these 
gardens can be transformed to honour long-
serving member of St John’s, Jack Campbell.  
Jack was also Mayor of Caulfield (as it was 
then) several times and was active in the 
Elsternwick/Caulfield community. 

The proposed plan is to create a path 
leading from the footpath through the semi-
circular garden, wide enough to accommodate 
a wheelchair and have two seats, one with its 
back to the road and the other against the 
synagogue wall. The remaining area will 
contain two shade trees, a peace sculpture, a 
new noticeboard and native ground cover 
(possibly a prostrate Grevillea species).  It is 
proposed that a competition will be held for 
the design of the peace-themed sculpture. 

The adjacent garden already contains a 
flowering gum, a Callistemon and a Grevillea.  
The existing cement kerb will be extended to 
enclose this garden. To tie the two gardens 
together the rest of this garden will be planted 
with the same prostrate Grevillea species as in 
the semi-circular garden. All these plants have 
red flowers which flower for some time over 
Spring, Summer and Autumn, have low water 
requirements and are low maintenance. 

A landscape gardener involved with the 
CSCH Community Garden has been advising 
the sub-committee and the proposal is before 
Church Council at the time of writing. If we fail 
to get a grant from the State Government 
(minimum $20,000), they will consider a 
significantly cheaper version, and how we 
might fund it.                           

Andrea and Colin 
 

  



The 

Life and 

Times of 

Allan 

Casey 

Allan Terence Casey was born on 25th 
November 1927 to Ivy Marion and Terence 
Albert Casey in Winnipeg, Canada. His only 
sibling, now deceased, was Willian Barry born 
five years later. His father was Roman Catholic 
and mother Church of England.  Allan has no 
memory of any religious training before eight 
years old when his father took him to a Catholic 
Church for first Communion and Confirmation. 

Occasional church services followed and 
annual confession.  Without exception various 
priests spoke only Latin or “Adultese”, so Allan 
was left with no understanding.  Later a Sunday 
School was opened nearby which the two boys 
attended.  When Allan was about fourteen two 
visiting priests asked Allan about evening 
prayers, “Who takes these prayers?”   

He replied “My mother.”   
“She is a good Catholic then?”  
“No she belongs to the Church of England.” 
“You mustn’t listen to her then. Only good 
Catholics can be followed.” 

Allan had been brought up to obey his mother. 
He silently put on his winter clothes and went 
home with Barry. He told his parents the story. 
When Allan was in bed the priests visited to 
complain about Allan’s behaviour. When his 
father confirmed the story, he ordered them out 
of his house. None of the family went to a 
Catholic service again. For Allan, church was out 
of his life until he finished school. 

Soon after Allan was born, his father, an 
accountant with the Canadian Pacific Railways, 
was transferred to Vancouver.  At the age of six 
he was transferred to Calgary where Allan 
started primary school. When in grade three, his 
father was transferred back to Winnipeg and 
Allan attended Lord Roberts Primary School and 
Junior High School and Kelvin Technical High 
School. In 1945, Allan finished his schooling and 
he was expected to find a job. 

Allan wanted to study Chemistry at University. To get into any 
university was difficult because war veterans were returning and 
were given priority for university entrance.  By chance, Allan met the 
Registrar of the College of the United Church of Canada at the 
University of Manitoba in Winnipeg.  The Registrar spent an hour 
with Allan and said, “I hope you will come and study with us.”  Allan 
was impressed by this attitude and care.  The lecturers were always 
interested in the students and through this encouragement and 
because of the sort of people they were, Allan started attending 
chapel services. This started a long association with the United 
Church. (No relation to the Uniting Church.) 

Allan completed degrees in mathematics and physics with a 
chemistry subsidiary in 1950.  No graduation service was held as the 
University was under water.  He did his Masters degree in Chemistry 
at the University of British Columbia in Vancouver (‘My favourite 
place on earth’). His parents were delighted to finally attend a 
Graduation service, in 1953.  To maintain himself he worked as a 
telegraph messenger during the long summer holidays. 

Whilst at UBC, a young English staff member convinced Allan 
and several others to complete their studies in England.  He arranged 
admission for them at Cambridge University but Allan had to work 
for a year (1953 - 1954) to fund this.  Fortunately, he found a 
position with the Canadian Government measuring and recording 
changes in the earth’s magnetic field. This involved an unforgettable 
year at Baker Lake just below the Arctic Circle (North-West 
Territories, now the Province of Nunavit). The small community 
comprised 21 white people and a varying number of Inuit and was 
snowbound and hence completely isolated for most of the year. 

In 1954, Allan arrived at Cambridge University for three more 
unforgettable years.  There was a year’s steep learning curve to start 
and much hard work as well as travel in England and Scotland. Allan 
received a PhD degree in August 1958. 

Allan’s horizons then changed. Since 1938, he had been writing 
to an Australian pen friend. She originally lived in Proserpine, 
Queensland, but when married moved to Brisbane.  They 
encouraged Allan to try Australia. As a result, after marrying Jill, an 
English woman, in February 1958, they set out for Australia on 
February 28, 1958 – a four week trip back then. Allan had a two year 
appointment in Chemistry at Melbourne University. Allan still 
corresponds with Shirley in Queensland; about eighty years in all. 

In 1959 Allan gained a permanent lecturing position which he 
held until 1992. Allan and Jill welcomed John (1961), Anne (1963) 
and Michael (1965).  John now practises medicine in Ivanhoe; Anne 
and Michael live in England.  Jill was never happy in Australia and 
they divorced after 25 years. 

On May 29, 1985 Allan and Andrea (also divorced) married at St 
Stephens Uniting Church in Caulfield. Allan brought up a second 
family as Andrea’s children were still young. They travelled 
extensively and kept in touch with Allan’s friends and relations in 
England, Canada and California. He has been on committees with his 
local church, Caulfield North Primary school and local community 
groups. 

Allan’s hobbies are stamp collecting, reading, medieval church 
history, photography and current affairs. If he could choose anyone 
to have a conversation with, it would be Martin Luther King Jnr for 
his work fighting racism.       

Patricia and Allan 
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Dustin Liebelt talks about his script for this season’s 
FRESH Youth Theatre production ‘The Odd at Sea’ 
 

What is the play about? 
The story chronicles the experiences of a group of young 
teenagers who, through a series of mysterious misfortunes, find 
themselves stranded alone on a research vessel drifting aimlessly 
somewhere in the Pacific Ocean. This unlikely premise for a 
modern day ‘ship of fools’ lost at sea, traverses the liminal space 
between darkly absurd comedy and the fog of poignancy and 
grief, as the group quarrel, watch and wait, in awe and suspicion 
of what may lurk beneath them in the cavernous, unknown 
depths of the Mariana Trench. 
 

What themes does it explore? 
In a similar vein to character studies like Moby Dick and Lord of 
the Flies, the play explores the emotional effect of isolation, 
desperation and dread on a group dynamic forced together while 
trapped in uncharted waters. The Odd at Sea examines how 
young people experience and deal with loss, as they navigate the 
rough waves of depression, denial, ennui and fear.  
Just as Homer’s Odyssey is not just an ill-fated voyage of 
monsters and shipwrecks, but is concerned as much with the 
unseen universe of the human heart; with feelings of loneliness, 
confusion and despair, this play’s voyage is a metaphor for the 
emotional whirlpool that is a part of growing up and coming to 
terms with a sudden confrontation of your own mortality. 
 

What is the effect of writing for a cast of actors you know? 
FRESH has always worked with scripts that are heavily-laden with issues and concepts that our participants may relate to, 
in a way that can prompt discussion during sessions, at times to the detriment of the narrative. But I wanted to write 
something a little more abstract and ambiguous, that would challenge our ensemble in a different way; to approach their 
role in the performance as part of a whole company, responsible for its realisation on multiple fronts. 

We currently have an ensemble of seven kids, aged between eleven and sixteen, and rather than working with a 
standard pre-conceived script, Chloe Connolly (who is directing the show) and I wanted this season to be specifically 
devised with our group of participants in mind, and to involve their individual skills in the theatre-making process as much 
as possible, not only in acting, but in writing, design, and other technical capacities. Above all, we wanted to engage our 
ensemble with the text more than in previous seasons to help them feel pride and ownership over their finished show.  

In the first week of rehearsals, we asked the cast members to sit down and write some short personal prose about 
what it feels like to be lost or to lose something or someone. This sense of ‘loss’ was the thematic core we had identified 
and the starting point for personalising the story to our actors. Some of the passages they wrote were remarkably poignant 
and poetic and spoke to a deeper, darker pain, which could only be properly understood through their own adolescent 
perspective. With their permission, I revised what they had written and interpolated what they had shared into the text. 
As such, rather than starting rehearsals with a completed script, I was busy writing and editing and adding to the piece as 
we went along in response to their interests and impressions of the subject matter. We have polyglots, illustrators, writers, 
and musicians in our young cast, so I’ve opted to utilise those talents in the performance wherever possible, finding ways 
to make the script they are working with more accessible, inclusive and meaningful to them. Simply having them play 
characters their own age, rather than pretending to be middle-aged businessmen or crime bosses, like in previous seasons, 
has proven a good start in reaching a level of verisimilitude and sincerity we’ve yet to achieve at FRESH Elsternwick. 

I’ve often found that people frequently confuse ‘theatre by children’ with ‘theatre for children’; the idea that because 
young people are performing the material, the material has to be suitably ‘dumbed down’, simpler, gentler or more 
inconsequential, so as to match a child’s supposed sensitivities. This ignores the reality that, for young people, life’s trials 
are rawer, more traumatic and confusing, as they are seen through unaccustomed eyes. Depicting what it is like to be 
thrown into the deep end; to struggle against the current in living up to the expectations placed upon you by others (and 
yourself), is as much their reality as that of older generations. While still developing into who they will become, young 
people are in a unique position to explore and portray certain ‘adult’ emotions in a way that adults cannot, and if handled 
the right way, the results can be illuminating, as I hope they will prove to be in our performance. 
 

‘The Odd at Sea’  premieres on Friday 9th November 7pm, then at 3pm & 7pm on Saturday 10th, and 7pm on Sunday 11th 
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Kununurra was where I first heard a close, long-term friend 
of mine, Peter Murphy was being treated again to counter 
new serious cancers. I was informed he was receiving 
intensive treatment for one week, but the following week’s 
news was grim – the doctors could do no more, and Pete had 
weeks to live. It was a short distance of about 50 kilometres 
from Kununurra to join the Gibb River Road to begin our 
exploration of the Kimberleys.  

Our first days on the Gibb River Road took us to Zebedee 
Springs in the El Questro Station for a soak in the natural 
springs; an exciting and picturesque crossing of the Pentecost 
River; camping by Durack River; devonshire tea at the 
Ellenbrae station which is now owned by the Grollo family, 
and re-acquaintance with the magnificent boab trees found 
here. 

We reached the turn-off to Kalumburu and headed 
there as our previous visit had missed this area. This is an 
aboriginal community where a Benedictine Mission has 
serviced the community since the early 1900s. The Mission 
buildings are still well maintained, and volunteers support 
the continued operation of a store, a museum, a petrol 
outlet and accommodation. 

We camped for three nights north of Kalumburu at 
Honeymoon Bay. The beach scenery was beautiful but as a 
habitat of saltwater crocodiles was not a place to swim 
despite temperatures up to mid- 30s. Nearby McGowan’s 
Beach did have some rock pools which provided some respite 
in the heat. 

At Honeymoon Bay we had a morning’s fishing on a 
charter boat, the camping ground operates.  We caught 
some red snapper, but eventually were besieged by sharks 
that took bait and broke our lines.  

Having received the terrible news about our friend at 
Honeymoon Bay, Angela and I headed back down the 
Kalumburu Road and across to Broome via Derby on the Gibb 
River Road. The rest of our convoy detoured to the Mitchell 
Plateau. 

I flew back to Melbourne via Perth on Monday 23 July 
2018 and spent as much time as possible with my good 
friend and his family before he died on 22 August 2018. Our 
son Alex flew to Broome and accompanied Angela back along 
the Gibb River Road to meet up with Toria and Shane, enjoy 
some of the Kimberleys and then make the return journey 
home arriving back on 2 August.                    

Michael 
 

Angela and I set off in our Toyota Hilux 4WD vehicle, 
after 7pm Thursday 5 July 2018 for a second visit to the 
Kimberleys in north western Australia. 

Our first two nights were spent in comparative luxury; 
in a cottage at Balgownie Estate winery near central 
Bendigo, and then in a motel in Morgan on the Murray River 
in South Australia.  

Our travel group included Angela’s sister Toria and her 
husband Shane, two dairy farming friends of theirs (Adrian 
and Jeff), Adrian’s sister Annette and her husband Gus who 
live in Spain, and from Kununurra, Bernadette and Ross, 
other friends of Toria and Shane. The Spanish couple made 
meal times extra special at times with dishes like tortilla and 
paella, and sangria to accompany the food. 

From Morgan we passed the turn off to the intriguingly 
named World End Highway and stopped at Burra for 
breakfast. Here we met up with a friend Denise who lives 
there. From Burra it was on to Port Augusta and then north 
up the Stuart Highway. 

Our drive up the Stuart Highway included two nights 
off-road free camping which were so cold we wore beanies 
on our heads in bed. Our camping was a fabulous part of the 
time away. We collected firewood when possible and always 
had a large campfire to keep us warm and for cooking.       
The clear nights gave a view of a universe of stars glistening 
across the whole sky. 

We called into the fascinating opal mining town of 
Coober Pedy, and the following day arrived in Alice Springs 
mid-afternoon to stock upon provisions, as well as fuel 
before joining the Tanami Trackabout twenty kilometres 
north of Alice Springs. This mainly unsealed road traverses 
over 1000 kilometres through the Tanami Desert across to 
meet the Great Northern Highway close to Halls Creek. 

The Tanami travel featured a short visit to the 
Aboriginal community of Yuendumu; a viewing of the 
amazing Wolfe Crater where a huge 50,000 tonne meteorite 
landed over 300,000 years ago; and an encounter with the 
wreckage of a not-so-well-named Jayco ‘Outback’ camper 
trailer. 

From the Tanami we reached Kununurra, home for 
three nights. Here Angela and I commemorated our 30th 
wedding anniversary earlier this year with another purchase 
at the Kimberley Fine Diamonds shop. We also enjoyed 
other local attractions such as the Ivanhoe Crossing, 
Hoochery Rum distillery, the Sandalwood factory, and the 
Stonecraft Zebra Stone gallery. 
 

Our Second Kimberleys’ Venture 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



The Side Door Social Justice Hub: 
Homeless and Affordable Housing 

On 29 August, The Side Door hosted the first 
of two sessions on the vexing and concerning 
issue of housing Melbourne’s expanding 
population. The speaker was Andrew D'Arcy 
who is General Manager: Getting Housing at 
Launch Housing. 

Launch Housing (LH) is a Melbourne- based 
secular and independent community agency 
which was formed in July 2015.  

It grew out of a merger of Hanover Welfare Services and Home 
Ground Services in order to boost their capacity to respond to and 
end homelessness.  

Launch’s vision is the belief that housing is a basic human right 
that affords people dignity and that everyone has a right to a home. 
Its mission is to end homelessness. 
 Andrew drew our attention to LH’s Australian Homelessness 
Survey which provided these stark facts about changes in Australians 
without shelter between 2011 and 2016: 
 

 homelessness up 14% 
 rough sleeping up 20% 
 people living in overcrowded accommodation up 23% 
 demand for homelessness services up 22% and 
 older people experiencing homelessness up 55%. 

 

Why does homelessness occur? Andrew suggested contributing 
factors include alcohol, mental health, and particularly poverty which 
may arise from underemployment, the nature of government 
allowances, and housing costs.  

How can we respond? At a personal level this range from an 
approach in the street to awareness that someone who knows a 
person who needs assistance.  

Launch Housing has three homeless entry points in Collingwood, 
St Kilda and Cheltenham where the situation of each individual is 
assessed. However, demand for these services is very high. 

This article has hardly touched on the issue of homelessness.       
I recommend you access these websites and delve further into the 
nature and responses to homelessness: 

 

Launch Housing at www.launchhousing.org.au 
Council to Homeless Persons at chp.org.au 

 

The next Side Door event on homelessness is on October 18th at 
7.30pm, with speakers from the Glen Eira City Council. 
As a postscript, the Glen Eira Council at its 4th September meeting 
unanimously endorsed a Statement of Commitment on Affordable 
Housing. See details at www.gleneira.vic.gov.au 

   Geoff 
 

8 

Same Gender Marriage 
The Assembly Standing Committee has now released an approved 
liturgy for use by those Uniting Church ministers who are willing to 
conduct same gender marriages. This, remembering that the 
proposal accepted at the Assembly meeting in July was for the UCA 
to  hold two views on marriage, so that ministers and congregations 
can choose to conduct them or not.  
 Our Church Council has received a request to have such a 
wedding at St. John’s. Philip will preside at this service in March. 
 

David 
Manne 
urges 
Change 
on 
Refugee 
Policy 
 
 

About 80 people gathered at St. John’s, on the 
last Sunday in July for our annual Social Justice 
Luncheon, and to hear David Manne, Executive 
Director of Refugee Legal. 

In his talk, David attacked a 
“fundamentally flawed”  “politics of fear” at 
odds with Australia being a “big hearted 
country” and noted that we “clearly have the 
means to increase our refugee intake.” 
He said that “detention is an extreme form of 
deterrence” and that “cruel mandatory 
indefinite detention is at the root of the 
problem.”  He called for an end to temporary 
visas – “a twilight world left with constant 
uncertainty” - in favour of reinstating 
permanent visas.  

David believes that we could actually lift 
our migrant intake numbers.  Since World War 
II, 800,000 people have been given refuge in 
Australia. This is “not extraneous ... but integral 
to society,” because they have made a 
“significant contribution. David also indicated 
that he believes “the government will shift if 
pressure is brought to bear on it.”   
  “We need a policy that strikes a balance, a 
new approach that will test goodwill and 
generosity of spirit.”  He said our challenge is to 
“call on the government to allow us to act out 
of this, if they won’t.” He called on the 
attentive audience to take action on this issue.   
 “Inform yourself and use your voice. 
Community action, volunteering - using the 
gifts of time and companionship and money. 
These can make a  difference.”  And on a note 
of hope, David said that “History tells us that 
change is inevitable.  But what sort of change 
will it be. Public and political will is the key.” 
    All profits from the day went to Refugee 
Legal, which with a donation from St. John’s Op 
Shop, amounted to over $3000. 
                                                                                                   
Philip, as prepared for Presbytery’s ‘Newsbeat’ 
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‘Act for Peace’ working in a 
Partnership to help Men  
Seeking Asylum on Manus Island 
 

Australia’s policy of ‘Regional Processing’ has now left 
hundreds of men on Manus Island living in limbo, with little 
or no solutions being offered. These men have endured 
unimaginable hardships, yet they still dream of a better 
future, where safety, justice and dignity become a reality. 

Since January, ‘Act for Peace’, the International Aid 
Agency of the National Council of Churches, has been 
quietly working with the Australian Churches Refugee 
Taskforce to find ways for Australians to show kindness and 
compassion to these men on Manus. They are working with 
an ecumenical partner organisation on the ground – the 
Manus Provincial Council of Churches (MPCC) - to create a 
welcoming environment for these detainees.   

All are ready to deliver practical support for these 
men, through training and community development, so 
they can heal from their trauma, find purpose and prepare 
for their future. 

An MPCC spokesperson has said, “We recognise the 
need for boosting the spirit and were disappointed when 
we could not advocate for the men to continue coming to 
church or using the church grounds.  Our aim is to develop 
peace and harmony through Christ.  There is politics, but 
we will not let that stop us working for the freedom of love 
and peace and what we can do to help them, which we try 
our best to do. 

Sadly, the MPCC has insufficient funds for this project.  
Compassionate gifts may be given, with funds collected and 
administered by ‘Act for Peace’. If you would like to 
support these men please call 1800 025 101   
or visit www.actforpeace.org.au/wecare 

 

Edited from Presbytery of Port Phillip East’s 
Newsbeat - September edition 

 
 

Brighton Theatre Company’s 
“OTHER DESERT CITIES” 

By Jon Robin Baitz 
 

In their Palm Springs home on Christmas Eve 2004, 
Lyman and Polly Wyeth, with son Trip, have been joined by 
other family members. Their daughter, Brooke, has 
returned from New York where she has been working as a 
journalist. Also visiting is Polly’s sister, Silda, who is just out 
of rehab for alcoholism.  

This is a dysfunctional family with complex needs and 
deep secrets. Thus begins an intense drama that sees the 
family torn apart by a secret born out of parents’ love for 
their children. What has scarred this family so deeply? 
Brooke announces that she is about to launch her family 
memoir recounting the tragic death of her brother, Henry, 
by suicide many years earlier. Henry had been involved with 
a radical underground subculture in Venice and a shocking 
act of terrorism resulting from their advocacy.  

As the story progresses, Brooke experiences bitter 
conflict between her yearning for understanding and her 
parents’ doting yet secretive motives towards her. Trip is 
the ever patient peace maker, whilst Silda, who also craves 
acceptance and security within the family, sways Brooke 
with information that is not always true. When Brooke 
insists the memoir is vital to her going on in life, following 
much blame, anger and denial, her parents know it is time 
to tell the truth. 

After the bombing of the recruitment centre, a 
dishevelled Henry showed up begging for help insisting he 
was unaware of his friends’ terrorism plot. When Lyman 
insists Henry turn himself in, anger and frustration sees him 
slap his son across the face. Henry ran into the night and 
was found weeks later by his distraught, searching mother. 
They spruced him up and drove him to the northern border 
and the ferry Henry had disappeared from. With his 
appearance now that of a clean-shaven respectable man, 
Henry would not be recognised. Lyman painfully reveals 
that they had placed Henry’s bedraggled clothing on the 
deck with a suicide note. Sometimes their phone would ring 
but nobody spoke. Henry was safe but must remain dead. 

With their dark secret unearthed, the parents finally 
come to terms with their grief and give Brooke consent to 
publish. As the play ends, Brooke launches all the pages of 
her memoir into the air, screaming of her suffering since 
Henry left her. Lyman embraces his daughter in remorse. 

An epilogue reveals Brooke at her memoir’s publishing 
years after her parents’ passing. She had lovingly cared for 
her mother in her aging years. With Trip proudly listening in 
the audience, she recounts a memory of their brother 
Henry, wondering when she will see him again. 

Other Desert Cities won the Outer Critics Circle Award 
in 2011 and was a finalist for the 2012 Pulitzer Prize.              
Well-acted by the talented cast.              

June Lewis 
 

www.justact.org.au/social_justice_convention_2018 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



OCTOBER 7th – PENT 20 14th – PENT 21 21st – PENT 22 28th – PENT 23 
 

 

SPRING 
Mini Fete 
Saturday 

October 13 

OCTOBER 2018 DATES 

Service / Leader Rev Philip Liebelt Rev Philip Liebelt Rev Philip Liebelt Rev Philip Liebelt 
 

Cuppa and Chat - Tues 10am weekly 
FRESH Youth Theatre - Wed 4-6:30pm 
Study Group - First & Third Thursdays 4pm 
 

7   Holy Communion (Daylight saving begins) 
13 Mini-Fete with Garden Club, 10 - 2pm            
18 ‘Side Door’ Homelessness event, 7.30pm 
21  Sharing Sunday 
26  Friday Friends 
27  Prayer Group 10.30am  

 
 
October Birthdays  
8  Mona Zhu 
19  Ken Wallis 
 

Lectionary 
Readings 

Job 1:1;2:1-10  
Psalm 26  

Hebrew 1:1-4;2:5-12 
Mark 10:2-16 

Job 23:1-9,16-17  
Psalm 22:1-15  

Hebrews 4:12-16  
Mark 10:17-31 

Job 38:1-7 (34-41)  
Psalm 104:1-9,24,35 

Hebrews 5:1-10  
Mark 10:35-45 

Job 42:1-6,10-17  
Psalm 34:1-8 (19-22) 

Hebrews 7:23-28  
Mark 10:46-52 

Prayer Patricia* Allan Helen Greg 

Greeter Wendy Pam Geoff Denise 

Reader Andrea Cathy Alex  Helen 

Data Projector Michael Shane Dustin Cathy 

Steward/Offering Andrea & Helen Cathy & Colin Helen & Cathy Andrea & Shane 

Morning Tea Patricia & Wendy Alex & Pam Audrey & Geoff Wendy & Denise 

Flowers Helen Audrey Jane Alex 

          

NOVEMBER 4th – PENT 24 11th – PENT 25 18th – PENT 26 25th - Christ the King  NOVEMBER 2018 DATES 

Service / Leader Rev Philip Liebelt Rev Philip Liebelt Rev Philip Liebelt Rev Philip Liebelt 
 

4   Holy Communion 
7   Church Council 
9 - 11  FRESH Youth Theatre performances of 
            ‘The Odd At Sea’, 7pm 
10  Working Bee  from 9.30am 
18  Sharing Sunday 
23  Friday Friends -  BTC Play ‘Pass the Butler’ 
24  Prayer Group   10am 
25  Alan Kogowoski ‘Beethoven Concert’ 2.30pm 

Lectionary 
Readings 

Ruth 1:1-18  
Psalm 146  

Hebrews 9:11-14  
Mark 12:28-34 

Ruth 3:1-5,4:13-17 
Psalm 127  

Hebrews 9:24-28  
Mark 12:38-44 

1 Samuel 1:4-20  
1 Samuel 2:1-10  

Hebrews 10:11-25 
Mark 13:1-8 

2 Samuel 23:1-7  
Psalm 132:1-18  

Revelations 1:4b-8 
John 18:33-37 

Prayer Cathy* Michael Audrey Helen 

Greeter Patricia Moira Colin Jane 

Reader Audrey Andrea Patricia Allan 

Data Projector Shane  Cathy Greg Dustin 

Steward/Offering Helen & Colin Michael & Andrea Shane & Cathy  Helen  & Andrea 

Morning Tea Pam & Patricia Moira & Geoff Colin & Denise Jane & Alex 

Flowers Helen Audrey Jane Alex 
 

St John’s Uniting Church, Elsternwick                    
Roster & diary dates for October - November 2018 

November Birthdays  
10  Judith Schmidtke 
16  Ty Liebelt 
17  Dustin Liebelt 
25  Allan Casey 
26  Graham Everitt 
 

*Includes Holy Communion 


